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Zhangzhung and Tibet
（⑥Nagano 2001；based on Yamaguchi 1983：912－3）
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Abbreviations and Sort Order Used

1

2

3

ABL
adj.

adv.

AGT
ALL
aux.

CAUS
COMPL
COND
COP
conJ･

DAT
du.

ERG
FUT
GEN
IMP
IMPF

first person

second person

third person

ablative

adj ective

adverb

agentlve

allative

auxiliary

causative marker

completive marker

conditional marker

copula

conjunctlon

dative

dual

ergatlve

future tense

genltlve

lmperatlve

imperfective

INF

INST
inteij .

LOC
n.

NEG
NEGIMP
NOM
num.

PAST
pl.

pp･

PRESCONT
pro.

dem.

PURP
RELPRO
sg.

vi.

vt.

!:/

infinitive

instrumental

mteri ection

locative

noun
negatlve

negative imperative marker

nominalizer

numeral

past tense

plural

postposition

present contmuous tense

pronoun
demonstrative

purpose
relative pronoun

singular

verb intransitive

verb transitive

vowel length

The first letters of the items in the Tibeto-Burman language glossaries are arranged

in the following order:

      o, a:, a, b, bh, c, ch, d, dh, D, Dh, dz, e, E, g, gh, h, i:, i, j,

      jh, k, kh, 1, lhlhl, m, mhlhm, n, nh/hn, n, N, o, o, p, ph, r,

      rh, s, G, t, th, T, Tl), ts, tsh, u, u:, w, x, y

In the glossaries, "-" after a form indicates that the word is a verb root, and "(IA)"

indicates a borrowing from IndoAryan sources.



Notes

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

1O)

Editor's note: According to Nawa 2ooO, there are seven Byans villages in India (Budi,

Garbyang, Gunji, Nabi, Rongkang, Napalchu, and Kuti), and originally two in Nepal

(Chhangru and Tinkar),but later two new villages (Rapla and Sitola) were fbunded to

the south of the Byansi region in Nepal. The varieties spoken in Kuti (in India) and

Tinkar (in Nepal) are quite different from those spoken in the other villages which have

been described as Byansi. The variety ofTinkar differs not only from Byansi, but also

from Chaudansi and Darmiya, in the forms of their agreement affixes as well as in their

basic vocabulary, such as kmship terms. The variety of Kuti is said to be relatively

close to that of Tinkar. Geographically, the traditional Byans region is divided into

two parts, Pangjungkhu, including Budi, Garbyang and Chhangru, and Yeljungkhu,

consisting of Gunji, Nabi, Rongkang and Napalchu. The Byans people recognize two

varieties of their language, Panggingkhu boli and Yeijungkhu boli, which correspond to

this geographical division, but the differences between the two are now minor.

Ido/ inl domil appears to be a reduced form of the demonstrative/ dhu/.

1-mal has also been treated as a feminine matker and /-pal as a masculine matker in

kinship terms.

Editor's note: Aside from the fbrms mentioned here, there seems to also be a
transitivizing suffix /a:/, the addition of which shortens a long root vowel, e.g. /pa:k-/

'ripen (vi.)' > [poka:-] 'ripen (vt.)'; lsu:n -1 'smell (vi.)' > [suoa:-] 'smell (vt.)'; ljhu:1-/

'swing (vi.)' > [jhula:-] 'swing (vt.)'. In at least one case it seems to affect a root

vowel rather than being a suffix: /bigo-1 'spoil (vi.)' > [biga:R-] 'spoil (vt.)'. It may be

this affix only appears in IA loan words.

Editor's note: See LaPolla 1996 for a discussion of reflexive/middle markng in Tibeto-

Burman, and LaPolla 2ooO, in press, fbr examples from Rawang and Dulong.

The free form for 'eye' is /myEl, but there are three bound forms for 'eye', two of which

are given here. However, Icannot relate these forms with each other or the free fbrm

by any morphoohonemic rules at present. The loss of the final consonat is also
observed in the fbrms fbr 'hand', thus, Abl, but Aak-/ in Aakshinl 'fingernail'.

The source case is expressed with the ablative postposition /kharcil or sirnply /cil,

which takes a dative-marked noun or pronoun, as in these exarnples. Temporal and

locative expressions sometimes also take the ablative matker /-(khar) cil, but in this

case the dative markmg is optional, as can be seen from the fbllowing set of examples.

Editor's note: There also seems to be an analytical causative construction involving the

verb /phommo/, e.g. [goJi phommo] 'to make someone happy' (/goSil 'happy'); [yanSi

phommo] 'to make someone walk' (/yanfil 'walk'); [dzEr phommo] 'to make someone
be afraid' (/dzEr 1 be afraid').

Editor's note: This marker also has refiexivelmiddle uses, e.g. in [chiJimo] 'to feed

oneself; [phoklimo] 'cover oneself; [thi:Jimo] 'to wet oneself. See LaPolla 1996 on

reflexivelmiddle markmg in Tibeto-Burman, and LaPolla 2ooO, in press, for examples

of cognate morphology in Rawang and Dulong.

Editofs note: Another possibility is that this 1-nol is the nominalizing suffix.

4"
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11)

12)

Editor's note: There seems to be an exception to this in some uses of the verb 'to drink',

as in [na ti titun hi] 'I drink water' and [na dudhon titun hT] 'I drink milk'. This may

be because the verb incorporates the noun /til 'water, liquid' into the verb (originally

/tuo/). A second exception is the use of lrE/ after Ahul 'bathe', e.g. [raja lhu rE] 'The

kmg takes a bath'. This may be construed as a transitive action, where /raja/ is the

object as well as the actor.

Editor's note: It seems there are quite a few pronunciations fbr the word for 'do', as in

'do work': [jhei], [ghoi], [khoi], [goi], [ghE] although [khoil is given in the glossary, and

the last form ptst given is also glossed 'go' in one example. We also don't know why

the word for 'servant' is [nokarao] and not [nokor] here, as [-ao] is not one of the case

suffixes given, or what the suffix [-yu], which appears in a few causatives, represents.

Quite a number of other verbal affixes are evident in the data, including [-ne], [-u],

[-ye], [yE, [-kE, [-ha], and lii-], but are not glossed.
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